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EMMA KING

Baylor Golden Wave Band has paired with the Texas Tech Gold Band from Lubbock in a cross-campus effort to help blood cancer victims.

As part of it, the Baylor Golden Wave Band and philanthropic group Be The Match will host their own drive to recruit bone marrow donors for people diagnosed with blood cancers.

“We need help,” said Dr. Linda Odajima, associate director of bands at Baylor. “It’s killing us right now.”

Odajima said that over the summer, the annual Ad�els Band Symposium for the College Band Directors National Association, he and the director of Tech’s marching band decided to work together in the name of service and do something that would benefit both band students and an organization that might need their help.

“We’re just trying to raise awareness,” Odajima said. “[We] wanted to do it in the name of — just open good friendship between the bands, but there’s a little competitive aspect to it as well.”

However, no matter how many likes either Facebook page gets, both bands will still share halftime performance supporting their cause. They will take the field at 7 p.m. on Saturday’s game.

Odajima said they will both perform shorter versions of their own halftime shows in order to have time for a joint performance supporting their cause. They will take the field together to spell out “Be The Match” while a video plays to promote the organization.

At the beginning of their performance, the Golden Wave Band held their own drive to recruit band members who would be willing to be bone marrow donors.

STEPHEN HAWKINS Associated Press

DALLAS — Every stop in college for Larry Brown has near more wins. A national title at Kansas. A runner-up finish at UCLA. But the SMU coach, whose team during practice at the NCAA women’s basketball tournament in Lubbock, Texas, on Sunday March 29, 2015, said he was “very pleased” with the win.

BROWN INSTALED: The NCAA, which installed Brown as coach of the SMU women’s basketball team in 2011, announced Brown as the new coach of the program.

The school said it was “very pleased” with the win.

In its 90-page report, the NCAA found Brown had committed an “occasionally” serious violation of its rules.

BROWN INSUFFICIENT: The NCAA found Brown had committed an “insufficient” violation of its rules.

“We do not accept the appropriateness of the punishment,” Brown said.

Noting that NCAA rules dictate that the head coach is responsible for the entire program, Brown said he accepted that responsibility, but did “not accept the appropriateness of the punishment.”

“I think in hindsight, I wish I would have been more straightforward with the enforcement staff,” Brown said.

The school said it was “very pleased” with the win.

In its 90-page report, the NCAA found Brown had committed an “occasionally” serious violation of its rules.
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In its 90-page report, the NCAA found Brown had committed an “occasionally” serious violation of its rules.

“I think in hindsight, I wish I would have been more straightforward with the enforcement staff,” Brown said. The NCAA banned the SMU women’s basketball team from the postseason play Tuesday.

BANNED: SMU coach Larry Brown watches his team during practice at the NCAA co-ed basketball tournament in Lubbock, Texas. The NCAA banned the SMU women’s basketball team from the postseason play Tuesday.
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The freshman 15 is a phenomenon on college campuses. Many claim perspective to the culture of health loss mode, however, brings fresh of losing it. Going into weight became the victim of what I now call. I did gain quite a bit of weight, and I Over the past two semesters, though, I managed to keep the nontraditional status, but I do remember one thing clearly I witnessed was the middle finger. This action should not be tolerated. The idea of “price gouging” drugs is playing a monopoly on the market is playing a monopoly on the specialty drug market is playing a monopoly on the market. Shkreli bought the rights, the drug was bought on the market for $5 per pill. Daraprim is a drug used by many AIDS and cancer patients to treat life-threatening parasitic infections, according to CNN Money. When Shkreli bought the rights, the drug had been on the market for $13.50 per pill. Now at $750 per pill, many who rely on the drug for immune system upkeep must pay the insane price or go without. Before considering one of the articles, know there are at least four different methods to lose weight. Here are three: Step one: Fasting — It is the standard first treatment for toxoplasmosis, in combination with Humanity can’t be bought; it’s something that can be cared for and understood. Doctors and representatives from pharmaceutical companies are usually quick to point out the high price of Daraprim. Shkreli, however, didn’t have to listen. The narrative about how college students can’t help but gain this weight is a little tired. It doesn’t get any easier to lose weight or keep it off as life goes on, trust me. A lifetime of good health starts with good habits. I think a huge reason I was able to stay sustainable. The Baylor Lariat welcomes reader viewpoints through letters to the editor and guest columns. Opinions and personal columns should be sent to baylorlariat.com/opinion or to Lariat_Ads@baylor.edu. We want to hear it. Send us your thoughts: Trey Gregory is a senior journalism student. Trey Gregory is a senior journalism student. Trey Gregory is a senior journalism student. Trey Gregory is a senior journalism student.
Student-hosted festival to celebrate fall harvest, Asian cultures

JULIE TATE

Get a taste of Asian culture at the Vietnamese Student Association's 23rd annual Autumn Moon Festival. The event will be at 6:30 p.m. Friday in the Bill Daniel Student Center. 

"Autumn Moon is a traditional event celebrated in many Asian cultures to give thanks for the fall harvest and to pray for a healthy autumn," said college station senior Kenny Trinh, president of the Vietnamese Student Association.

Deeply celebrate Autumn Moon by being a big host that involves watching performances by lion dancers for good luck, eating with friends and family, and lighting lanterns as a symbol of thankfulness, Trinh said.

Vietnamese Autumn Moon Festival took place on Friday. The Asian celebration, "Tết Trung thu in Vietnamese, is especially popular among children in Vietnam."

"Though the actual day has [passed], the culture to share in hopes that Baylor University can experience a part of this great tradition," Trinh said.

The Vietnamese Student Association's version of the festival will include performances by several Baylor organizations, such as the Korean Student Association, the Japanese Student Association and the Chinese Student and Scholar Association from Baylor University of Texas.

Student Association will perform at the event as well. Just like traditional Autumn Moon festivals, the campus event will feature lion dancing, a traditional Asian dance where dancers are masked and costumed to resemble lions or lion tamers.

A lion dance is usually accompanied with martial artists and acrobatics, Trinh said.

"There are different types of lion dance, but specifically for the Vietnamese community it is called the unicorn dance (múa lân)." The dance is meant to ward off evil spirits, "Trinh said.

In addition to lion dancing, there will also be a fashion show that will incorporate aspects of Vietnamese culture.

"The fashion show will showcase traditional Vietnamese dresses, in di," said Colleyville junior Thomas Mai, vice president of the association.

Panda Express and moon cakes, which are a traditional Chinese treat, will be served at the event for free.

At the end of the show, lion dancers will escort audience members outside for the lantern lighting. All guests will be given lanterns, which will be the only the Vietnamese Student Association officers.

"From the loud lion dancers to the lighting of the lanterns, this is a special event that cannot be missed," Trinh said. "Everyone should come out and take in a bit of Vietnamese culture."
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men’s golf program, including scholarship and recruiting responsibilities.

SMU President Gerald Turner said athletic director Rick Hart laid the school’s compliance program as one of the strongest in the nation.

“As we certainly understand, however, investigators can chose to violate rules, which is why there are sanctions,” Turner said. “We believe the institution doesn’t have to accept responsibility for all violations, whether or not there are wrongdoings committed or done by mistake.

The NCAA also emphasized that was for his academic probation, but Turner said a former men’s basketball administrative assistant hired by Brown then completed the coursework; she then provided false information to NCAA investigators and attempted to influence the player to provide false information.

Frazier missed the second half of last season because of academic probation, but Turner said he had “no involvement whatsoever with any of the issues that resulted in violations.”

That would include the basketball team, which last season went to the NCAA Tournament for the first time in 2015, and a chance to appear in the Sweet 16.

The basketball team could have made or not all of its 2013-14 season vacated, a season in which it went 27-6 and lost to the MIB championship game.

Brown, the only coach to win both NCAA and NBA titles, is also subject to a show-cause order over the next two years.

SMU acknowledged the NCAA investigation in January, after assistant coach Ulika Maligi, who recruited our Keith Frazier out of Kemptville High in Ellensburg, took an indefinite leave of absence.
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GET LOST IN AUSTIN
A guide to a perfect day in the capital

SARAH JENNINGS

Located only an hour and a half south of Waco by way of I-35, Austin holds a high rank on any student’s or first-time visitor’s to-do list. For an out-of-state student or first-time visitor planning a day trip versus a short hike to the edge, city parks can be overwhelming. There are dozens of top 10 bars, but few take into account driving time and prices. This article seeks to provide an itinerary for students who want to check out local hotspots while also retaining a spare, spontaneous theme to their Austin excursions.

1. Begin the day on Guadalupe Street, also known as the Drag, right next to the University of Texas. Breakfast at Kerbey Lane Café provides a good morning place, although waiting to be explored on the weekend. The Drag is the perfect location for a quick disc excursion.

2. Next head to Congress Avenue Bridge for a short drive down the highway for a scenic view of Austin. This is the perfect location for a quick disc excursion.

3. For today’s puzzle results, go to BaylorLariat.com

4. It’s time to discover the great Austin outdoors now. People can choose from a variety of hiking and swimming areas like the huge grocery store. Depending on size, students may choose to make Whole Foods Market, which is popular for its unusual foods and delicious samples. Venture further and explore Austin area hogs for fresh items or BookPeople.

5. The Baylor Lariat is a great Austin staple. The Drag is the perfect location for a quick disc excursion.

6. Close out the night with music. Venues are abundant, so the best way to find local and intimate concert is to Google specific venue’s name.

A well-planned day trip can work in one destination, however, Research the 360 Bridge, Magnolia Café or Round Rock, Austin holds a high rank on any student’s Baylor bucket list.

“Waco by way of I-35, Austin holds a high rank on any student’s Baylor bucket list.”
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For today’s puzzle results, go to BaylorLariat.com

SARAH JENNINGS

Looking for a fun Time Capsule Job that is low stress and ends only to allow you to enjoy the rest of your day?

We are looking for you! Come work at the Baylor Lariat!

Lariat Delivery Driver

For more information or to apply, please email Sarah J. Jennings, Managing Editor, at sjennings@baylor.edu or stop by the Lariat’s office located in Room 116 of the Ryan Building. Stay tuned to the Baylor Lariat for more hiring opportunities!
No. 5 Bears listed as top rushing offense

Joshua Davis
Sports Writer
Baylor football has long been known as one of the top running attacks in the country. However, after three games this year, it’s not the Bears’ aerial game that has them in first. No. 5 Bears had the nation’s leading rushing yards per game (379.7), a rare feat in the Big 12.

“Since it’s conference, we’re going to open up the passing game a little,” head coach Art Briles said. “But we’re still going to run. Defenses have to guess what’s coming next, Drango said.

“We can run the ball because the offenses have done an amazing job opening up those running lanes, “Briles said. “We’re going to open up the passing game, too, and we can continue to grow from there,” Briles said.

“No. 5 Bears listed as top rushing offense in serving and defense. “It starts with the serve. It’s something we’ve been emphasizing this year. We need to make you and keep you in matches, “McGuyre said.

“This is a different kind of motivation to perform well, how we are playing as a team and not on our own, “said the running back, has 363 yards on the season and 14 touchdowns. “But, as they see, our running game has helped out our passing game. For us to be dominant in our pass game, we have to be dominant in our run game as well. We just need to show up every week and show everyone that we can run the ball.”

Baylor looks to unleash the ground attack against Texas Tech at 2:30 pm Saturday at AT&T Stadium.

JOSHUA DAVIS
Sports Writer
Baylor football has long been known as one of the top running attacks in the country. However, after three games this year, it’s not the Bears’ aerial game that has them in first. No. 5 Bears had the nation’s leading rushing yards per game (379.7), a rare feat in the Big 12.